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  2022-2023 Receivership School Quarterly Report #2 
Report Period: November 1, 2022 to January 31, 2023 (Due January 31, 2023) 

 
This document is to be completed by the School Receiver and/or their designee and submitted electronically to OISR@NYSED.gov. Complete all sections by fully responding 
to each prompt. For Districts with State Monitors, to streamline reporting, related metrics, data, target status and related evidence should be drawn from the most recent 
Superintendent-District Academic and Financial Summary Status Report based on the Monitor’s Recommendations.   
 
The reporting portion of this document is a self-assessment of the implementation and outcomes of key strategies related to Receivership, and as such, is not considered a 
formal evaluation via the New York State Education Department. Once finalized and accepted, this document in its entirety must be posted in a conspicuous place on the 
district website.  All responses should directly align with, or be adaptations to, previously approved intervention plans and require explicit engagement and input from Community 
Engagement Teams. 
 

School Name School BEDS 
Code District Lead Partner or 

EPO 
Receivership Cohort Hyperlink to where this plan will be posted on the 

district website: 
Benjamin Franklin 03020001005 Binghamton CSD  2 htp://bcsd1bfes.ss14.sharpschool.com/no�fica�ons 
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School 
Principal 
(If new, 

please attach 
resume) 

School 
Principal 

Appointment 
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Additional District Staff 
working on Program 

Oversight 

Grade 
Configuration 

High School 
Graduation Rate 

(If applicable, 
please provide 
the most recent 
graduation rate 
data available.): 

Total 
Enrollment 

 
 

% ELL 

 
 

% SWD % Students 
designated as 

both ELL & 
SWD 

Tonia 
Thompson, Ed.D 

Kyle Skinner 07/2018 Larry 
Dake,  Assistant  Superintendent 
for Budget and Instruction, 
Jennifer Dove, Director 
Humanities and ELA 
Scout Orr, Director MST 
 

PK-5 including 
TK 

 413 12%  15% .5% 
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Executive Summary 
Please provide a plain-language summary of this completed report to reflect changes and progress made during this reporting period and to describe how actions were taken 
to implement lead strategies, engage the community, and enact Receivership powers. The summary should be written in terms easily understood by the community-at-large.  
Please avoid terms and acronyms that are unfamiliar to the public and limit the summary to no more than 500 words.  Applicable links must be made publicly available prior to 
submitting the report. 
 
As seen in our last state report the building principal along with the district Superintendent worked alongside the teachers union to reconfigure grade levels dismantling a 
more veteran team in order to send veteran leaders to grade levels with less experience. In addition we had created a PLC facilitator position for lead teachers at each grade 
level to meet weekly with the building leadership and to keep data boards and spread sheets up to date. Both initiatives are paying huge dividends to the building as a whole. 
Our newly founded teams are flourishing as seen in our middle of the year data and our PLC facilitators have helped for the productivity of our meetings to increase as well.  
 
Since our last update both building and district leadership have been hard at work interpreting our state test data from last Spring and putting plans into place to help set 
students up for success. The Director for English Language Arts has met with our teams in grades 3-5 to analyze our ELA testing data as a whole and by individual student 
going as far as to analyze each student response and why each student scored the way they did. This information and data along with our most recent formative and 
summative assessments has helped to reshape our WIN (What I Need) groups to ensure we are maximizing student strengths and attacking student deficits as aggressively 
and as quickly as possible.  
 
In math we have continued to grow our content knowledge around building thinking classrooms and Greg Tang math simultaneously. Throughout the fall semester teachers 
in grades 3-5 have engaged in coaching cycles with our math coach and 100% of classrooms have adopted the building thinking classrooms work. This has also been the 
focal point of the lead evaluator observations which has allowed for the building principal to give targeted feedback to the classroom teachers affirming what is going well and 
helping them through next steps.  
 
The building has continued to improve the WIN (What I Need) intervention block to ensure that all kids even those learning on or above grade level are getting specially 
designed instruction to meet their learning needs. In this process we have seen tremendous growth in many students moving from being just at grade level to above grade 
level. This affirmed the need to something different to challenge and push these students.  
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Directions for Parts I, II, and III - District and school staff should respond to the sections of this document by both analyzing and summarizing the steps taken to implement 
lead strategies during the first quarter. Include processes that were used to assess the impact of strategies implemented on student learning outcomes.   
 
The 2022-2023 Receivership School Quarterly Report #2 is an opportunity for district and school staff to provide a reflective outline of proposed actions, strategies, and process 
adaptations made to the school’s 2022-2023 Continuation Plan, as part of an ongoing process of continuous and comprehensive planning. This should include a clear focus on 
how evidence guides decisions and an articulation of explicit supports for student social-emotional well-being, diversity, equity, inclusion, and active engagement in learning.  

• The District should ensure that the implementation of lead strategies addresses the needs of all learners, particularly the needs of subgroups of students and those at risk 
for not meeting State academic standards.   

• District and school staff should assess the impact of identified lead strategies on student learning, as connected and aligned to diagnostic review feedback, to ensure 
strategy implementation can achieve long-term sustainable growth.   
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Part I –Lead Strategies for Improvement  
 

Lead Strategies for School Improvement  
Include 3-4 core lead strategies that are central to the school’s improvement plan, and outline the progress made this quarter by applying each strategy. Lead strategies are 
key levers for improvement that are identified based on trends in student performance data and serve as overarching approaches for implementing strategically focused 
action steps toward achieving demonstrable improvement.  

 

Quarterly Report #2 with Reflection on Lead Strategies Utilized during 
November 1, 2022 – January 31, 2023 

 

Identify the lead strategies that 
guided the school’s 
improvement work during the 
reporting period, including any 
that were discontinued.  

Status 
(R/Y/G) 

For each lead strategy, outline how the strategy helped achieve progress toward this year’s demonstrable improvement targets. 
 

1. Implementation of 
Essential Standards 

G Throughout the second quarter we have continued to identify the essentials that are most critical to meeting grade level 
expectations and preparing students for the next grade level and for the state assessments. When thinking about the essential 
standards the grade level teams are answering 4 questions which we continually ground ourselves in.  

1. What do we want students to know and understand? This is the essential standard itself which we spend a great deal 
of time dissecting and understanding what proficiency will look like.  

2. How will know if students know it? This question is all about assessment we need summative assessments to prove 
mastery but we also need formative assessments throughout to progress monitor our students and make necessary 
changes to both groups and instruction.  

3. What will we do for students who don’t understand? How will we utilize WIN in a way that we can reteach in a way that 
small groups of students can make meaning around the standard and become proficient.  

4. What will we do for those who have already mastered it? This is where we provide enrichment and extension 
standards to ensure that students who have mastered the standard are being challenged and stay engaged in the 
learning process.  
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Identify the lead strategies that 
guided the school’s 
improvement work during the 
reporting period, including any 
that were discontinued.  

Status 
(R/Y/G) 

For each lead strategy, outline how the strategy helped achieve progress toward this year’s demonstrable improvement targets. 
 

2. Implementation/ Focus on WIN 
(What I Need Time) for Tier 2 
instruction 

G Throughout this second quarter we have fine tuned the What I Need (WIN) intervention block time. During this WIN time we are 
utilizing intervention teachers, special education teachers, ENL teachers, and Teaching Assistants to keep groups as small and 
as prescriptive as possible. We are also monitoring these groups very closely and giving weekly assessments to ensure we are 
moving the students from group to group as necessary. Each grade level has a different way to track this data based on their 
focus and the moves students make from one group to another in both Math and ELA. As a result of the WIN time, we are seeing 
tremendous growth across the board most notably in the number of students who are reading above grade level. Prior to the 
implementation of WIN time, we had a number of students reading at grade level but few students reading above. The reason for 
this was we were pouring resources only into students who were struggling. With the implementation of WIN time all students get 
what they need. As a result, many of our students who were reading at grade level are now reading above grade level.  

3. Universal data dashboard to 
track ELA and Math data 

Y Throughout this quarter we were able to create a data tracking mechanism for the entire building to use each grade level has 2 
tabs on the google sheet one for ELA and Math. This allows us to track their data monthly basis. While we were able to come up 
with a simple to use google sheet to track this data we noticed flaws with our ELA goals. We set our goals around increases in 
the scores of our DDI tasks. This didn’t work because the DDI tasks are designed to become increasingly difficult as the year 
progresses. At first glance there were concerns around grade levels not meeting their goals or even regressing. After a closer 
look this was due to the fact that we moved from paper and pencil tasks to online tasks and that the tasks were substantially 
longer. As we looked at more deeply we were able to pull data to compare building to others in the district.   

4. Implementation of PLC 
Facilitator Position  

G Since the quarter one report we have made great strides with our PLC facilitator positions they have been posted and filled by 
respective grade level representatives. These PLC facilitators are meeting for an hour and a half per week. This time has been 
focused on preparing the grade level teams for PLC meetings, charting the grade level’s data, trouble shooting grade level 
issues, and goal setting for the building. All PLC facilitators have also completed all four days of the Adaptive Schools Training. 
Here they learned critical strategies and aspects of preparing for and implanting effective meetings that will have a positive 
impact on their grade level PLC meetings.  
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Part II – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators-Level 1  
 

Level 1 Indicators 
Please list the school’s Level 1 indicators and complete all columns below. This information should provide details about how lead strategies informed the implementation of 
specific strategies and action steps to support progress toward the Demonstrable Improvement targets during this quarter. 

 

  

Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

 
Indicator #33 
3-8 ELA All Students MGP  
 
 
 

G • We have continued to focus on identifying 
essential standards and to answer the 4 
questions of the PLC: 
1. What do we want students to know and 

understand? 
2. How will we know if they got it? 
3. What will we do for those who don’t 

have it? 
4. What will we do for those who already 

have it. 

• We are very proud of the reading growth our students have made 
from beginning to middle of the school year thanks to their hard 
work and the strategies found in the column to the left.  

• This graph shows our middle of the year data for the past several 
years. It is incredibly encouraging to see an all time high in 
percentage of students reading on grade level. You will also 
notice that with this benchmark we have officially closed the 
COVID gap in terms of reading levels; meaning that a higher 
percentage of students are reading on grade level now than were 
right before COVID.  

Quarterly Report #2 Reflection on Activities Completed for this Indicator Level during 
November 1, 2022 – January 31, 2023 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lel8aGSJjTQmF3IwWmRouY0lJ3vfc_LQ/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

• We have continued to progress monitor 
our students to track their reading levels 
and ensure that we are seeing growth from 
all students on a regular basis. We have 
used this data to help create many of our 
WIN groups. Tracking these levels more 
frequently allows us to adjust our WIN 
groups on a more regular when we know 
students are ready to move on to the next 
group they aren’t waiting for us to 
reassess.   

• We have continued to place a heavy 
emphasis on the DDI tasks which are 
practice state tests made up of released 
state test questions. In talking to several 
students who we felt underperformed on 
the state tests last year we learned that 
many simply didn’t value or see the 
relevance of the assessment. This has 

• Traditionally for the past several years we have struggled with too 
many of our students in the testing grades (3-5) reading way 
below grade level. Their proficiency scores have traditionally been 
much lower than K-2. This chart shows a much different story this 
year. As you will see grades 4 and 5 have moved up from the 
bottom of this list. (Also remember these are the grade levels 
where we made changes in staffing).  

• From the district perspective we started the school year with the 
lowest percentage of students reading on grade level and at the 
middle of the year we are now third out of seven elementary 
buildings. As a building we have been focused on trying to close 
the gap between us and the rest of the district. Here you can see 
our progress on closing the gap in terms of our DDI practice tests. 

• One adjustment we made at the end of the second quarter is 
adding progress monitor DDI tasks in between the larger tasks. 
As displayed in the data above some grade levels made great 
growth in reading levels yet didn’t close the gap in DDI like they’d 
hoped. After reflecting on the assessment, they felt they needed 
to give their students more exposure to these state test questions. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j3D-N4N-5S_NVeeOBHTz5Rd1mazqtapz/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

caused us to bring more focus to these 
tasks and ensure that students are giving 
their best effort. 

• The implementation of our PLC facilitators 
have helped up stay more focused on our 
goals and to track both formal data on a 
building level sheet and informal data that 
can be used by grade levels to meet their 
individual needs. PLC facilitators have 
begun to really study standards together 
across all grades to ensure vertical 
alignment. See out work on the .3 
standard as an example.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 
grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 
need to be able to easily track this data. 

These additional mini DDI tasks should help those students 
reading on grade level increase these DDI scores.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time. 

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 
made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 
made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +10% in 
ELA.  
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 

 
 

 
Indicator #39 
3-8 Math All Students MGP 
 
 
 
 

G • Much like in the ELA indicators we have 
continued to focus on identifying essential 
standards and to answer the 4 questions 
of the PLC: 

1. What do we want students to know and 
understand? 

2. How will we know if they got it? 
3. What will we do for those who don’t have 

it? 
4. What will we do for those who already 

have it. 
• We have continued our work and study 

around building thinking classrooms to 
help support Math instruction and the 

• At the end of our first trimester (which coincides with the quarterly 
report) grades 2-5 gave their end of tri-mester assessment which 
is designed to cover all they have learned in a similar manner to 
the state tests.  

• As mentioned above as a building we have a focus on trying to 
close the gap from Benjamin Franklin to the rest of the district as 
we had the lowest percent of proficiency on last year’s state tests. 
As seen in this folder all grade levels were either at or over the 
district average on these end of trimester assessments. More 
importantly we were able to study these gap analysis reports by 
question to try to pin point specific areas of strengths and of 
weaknesses. We can then cross reference these with how often 
questions with that standard are asked on state tests to identify 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1r5cflT5dox6yFYPs4HTeceUrXSBpUTm5?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

implementation of Greg Tang Math. This 
continues to be a successful way to 
increase both student engagement and 
achievement. Throughout the second 
quarter we were able to expand from just 
new teachers getting this coaching to 
many teachers in 3-5 getting this coaching.  

• We have continued to finetune WIN time 
during the math intervention block. We 
have noticed students moving from group 
to group much more rapidly as they master 
topics. As the tests near the students who 
have mastered many of the essential 
standards are now moving onto extension 
standards to be as prepared as possible 
for the tests. Our data hub has allowed 
classroom teachers to communicate 
digitally with our math interventionists so 
that we can be moving students on a 

our next steps. Click here to see a simplified chart showing overall 
gap to district for grades 2-5.  

• While iReady math is not a focal point of our instruction we do 
give the diagnostic as a mid year summative assessment. As you 
can see here from the beginning of the year to the middle of the 
year we have been able to shrink the red while growing yellow 
and green.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time.  

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 
made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 
made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +11% in 
Math.  

•  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LTOddyXNr7mgB1NJaIMWTMSXdU3wIv6O/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

weekly basis as a result of their formative 
assessments.  

• PLC Facilitators have been working to gain 
a better understanding of the essential 
standards and the way they are taught 
above and below them to ensure 
consistency across the building from year 
to year.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 
grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 
need to be able to easily track this data. 
As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

Indicator #100 3-8 ELA All Students Core 
Subject Performance Index 

G • We have continued to focus on identifying 
essential standards and to answer the 4 
questions of the PLC: 
5. What do we want students to know and 

understand? 
6. How will we know if they got it? 
7. What will we do for those who don’t 

have it? 
8. What will we do for those who already 

have it. 
• We have continued to progress monitor 

our students to track their reading levels 
and ensure that we are seeing growth from 
all students on a regular basis. We have 
used this data to help create many of our 
WIN groups. Tracking these levels more 
frequently allows us to adjust our WIN 
groups on a more regular when we know 
students are ready to move on to the next 

• We are very proud of the reading growth our students have made 
from beginning to middle of the school year thanks to their hard 
work and the strategies found in the column to the left.  

• This graph shows our middle of the year data for the past several 
years. It is incredibly encouraging to see an all time high in 
percentage of students reading on grade level. You will also 
notice that with this benchmark we have officially closed the 
COVID gap in terms of reading levels; meaning that a higher 
percentage of students are reading on grade level now than were 
right before COVID.  

• Traditionally for the past several years we have struggled with too 
many of our students in the testing grades (3-5) reading way 
below grade level. Their proficiency scores have traditionally been 
much lower than K-2. This chart shows a much different story this 
year. As you will see grades 4 and 5 have moved up from the 
bottom of this list. (Also remember these are the grade levels 
where we made changes in staffing).  

• From the district perspective we started the school year with the 
lowest percentage of students reading on grade level and at the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lel8aGSJjTQmF3IwWmRouY0lJ3vfc_LQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j3D-N4N-5S_NVeeOBHTz5Rd1mazqtapz/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

group they aren’t waiting for us to 
reassess.   

• We have continued to place a heavy 
emphasis on the DDI tasks which are 
practice state tests made up of released 
state test questions. In talking to several 
students who we felt underperformed on 
the state tests last year we learned that 
many simply didn’t value or see the 
relevance of the assessment. This has 
caused us to bring more focus to these 
tasks and ensure that students are giving 
their best effort. 

• The implementation of our PLC facilitators 
have helped up stay more focused on our 
goals and to track both formal data on a 
building level sheet and informal data that 
can be used by grade levels to meet their 
individual needs. PLC facilitators have 

middle of the year we are now third out of seven elementary 
buildings. As a building we have been focused on trying to close 
the gap between us and the rest of the district. Here you can see 
our progress on closing the gap in terms of our DDI practice tests. 

• One adjustment we made at the end of the second quarter is 
adding progress monitor DDI tasks in between the larger tasks. 
As displayed in the data above some grade levels made great 
growth in reading levels yet didn’t close the gap in DDI like they’d 
hoped. After reflecting on the assessment, they felt they needed 
to give their students more exposure to these state test questions. 
These additional mini DDI tasks should help those students 
reading on grade level increase these DDI scores.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time. 

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

begun to really study standards together 
across all grades to ensure vertical 
alignment. See out work on the .3 
standard as an example.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 
grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 
need to be able to easily track this data. 
As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 

 
 

made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 
made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +10% in 
ELA.  
 

 

 
Indicator #110 3-8 Math All Students Core 
Subject Performance Index 
 

G • Much like in the ELA indicators we have 
continued to focus on identifying essential 
standards and to answer the 4 questions 
of the PLC: 

• At the end of our first trimester (which coincides with the quarterly 
report) grades 2-5 gave their end of tri-mester assessment which 
is designed to cover all they have learned in a similar manner to 
the state tests.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

 
 

5. What do we want students to know and 
understand? 

6. How will we know if they got it? 
7. What will we do for those who don’t have 

it? 
8. What will we do for those who already 

have it. 
• We have continued our work and study 

around building thinking classrooms to 
help support Math instruction and the 
implementation of Greg Tang Math. This 
continues to be a successful way to 
increase both student engagement and 
achievement. Throughout the second 
quarter we were able to expand from just 
new teachers getting this coaching to 
many teachers in 3-5 getting this coaching.  

• We have continued to finetune WIN time 
during the math intervention block. We 

• As mentioned above as a building we have a focus on trying to 
close the gap from Benjamin Franklin to the rest of the district as 
we had the lowest percent of proficiency on last year’s state tests. 
As seen in this folder all grade levels were either at or over the 
district average on these end of trimester assessments. More 
importantly we were able to study these gap analysis reports by 
question to try to pin point specific areas of strengths and of 
weaknesses. We can then cross reference these with how often 
questions with that standard are asked on state tests to identify 
our next steps. Click here to see a simplified chart showing overall 
gap to district for grades 2-5.  

• While iReady math is not a focal point of our instruction we do 
give the diagnostic as a mid year summative assessment. As you 
can see here from the beginning of the year to the middle of the 
year we have been able to shrink the red while growing yellow 
and green.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1r5cflT5dox6yFYPs4HTeceUrXSBpUTm5?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LTOddyXNr7mgB1NJaIMWTMSXdU3wIv6O/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

have noticed students moving from group 
to group much more rapidly as they master 
topics. As the tests near the students who 
have mastered many of the essential 
standards are now moving onto extension 
standards to be as prepared as possible 
for the tests. Our data hub has allowed 
classroom teachers to communicate 
digitally with our math interventionists so 
that we can be moving students on a 
weekly basis as a result of their formative 
assessments.  

• PLC Facilitators have been working to gain 
a better understanding of the essential 
standards and the way they are taught 
above and below them to ensure 
consistency across the building from year 
to year.  

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 
made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 
made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +11% in 
Math.  

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 
grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 
need to be able to easily track this data. 
As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 
 

 
 
Indicator #150 
Grades 4 and 8 Science All Students Core 
Subject Performance Index 
 

Y 
• We have received the items to begin the 

implementation of our maker’s space to 
align to the NextGen Science standards. 
We are in the process of getting our 
google classroom for these makers spaces 
set up and training for our Teaching 
Assistants to run these stations.  

 
• At this time we do not have any whole building Science Data as 

we are beginning the implementations of these STEM maker’s 
stations.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

• Teachers have continued to implement 
Mystery Science curriculum in their daily 
routines.  

• We have also continued to incorporate 
grade level Sciences into our reading and 
writing units of study.  

 
 
Indicator #160 
3-8 Chronic Absenteeism - All Students  
 

G 
• As a building, we have continued to follow 

our district flow-chart on attendance and 
send letters at 5 days, 10 days, 15 days, 
and 20 days absent.  

• Currently, our building Chronic 
Absenteeism is down 4.9% from this time 
last year.  

• Building leadership is working with our 
DSS family Liaison and our Student 
Support Team to pinpoint third graders 

 
• Click here to see our Chronic Absenteeism to date. Note that this 

percentage includes ALL grade levels including Pre-K, TK, and 
Kindergarten (which are not reported).  Also note that 3rd grade is 
the most Chronically Absent Cohort that gets reported, justifying 
the need for our initiative.  

• Click here to see their chronic absenteeism since kindergarten. 
As you can see their chronic absenteeism is at its all-time low for 
this time of year form this cohort.  

 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IuMSvhB0MjFNwEeGk1AWyVOYfjpLCv9X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T5KbOiSnNU7gbsgune89gDDhVFZgTwzU/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RKE5qKOsuBkiDjGk7ybzDMoJctS1gOnN/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

who are at risk of Chronic Absenteeism 
based on past data.   

o This cohort had the largest chronic 
absenteeism both last year and in 
Kindergarten the year before the 
pandemic.    

• A new .6 Social Worker has been hired to 
add to the staff at Ben Franklin. This will 
allow for increased community 
engagement and focus on attendance and 
meeting basic needs of our students and 
families.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Indicator #180 
3-8 ELP Success Ratio - All Students 
 

G • We have continued to focus on identifying 
essential standards and to answer the 4 
questions of the PLC: 

1. What do we want students to 
know and understand? 

 
• As you can see here the past couple of years our percentage of 

SLL students reading on grade level have dipped and the gap to 
non-ELLs has grown. However, the gap is closing this year and 
currently the gap is down to -10%. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10WmjXTNnSfTJl9ErLe4nu555MJHyoZHV/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

2. How will we know if they got 
it? 

3. What will we do for those 
who don’t have it? 

4. What will we do for those 
who already have it. 

• We have continued to progress monitor 
our students to track their reading levels 
and ensure that we are seeing growth from 
all students on a regular basis. We have 
used this data to help create many of our 
WIN groups. Tracking these levels more 
frequently allows us to adjust our WIN 
groups on a more regular when we know 
students are ready to move on to the next 
group they aren’t waiting for us to 
reassess.  This WIN time is especially 
important for our ENL teachers as they are 

• We are very proud of the reading growth our students have made 
from beginning to middle of the school year thanks to their hard 
work and the strategies found in the column to the left.  

• This graph shows our middle of the year data for the past several 
years. It is incredibly encouraging to see an all time high in 
percentage of students reading on grade level. You will also 
notice that with this benchmark we have officially closed the 
COVID gap in terms of reading levels; meaning that a higher 
percentage of students are reading on grade level now than were 
right before COVID.  

• Traditionally for the past several years we have struggled with too 
many of our students in the testing grades (3-5) reading way 
below grade level. Their proficiency scores have traditionally been 
much lower than K-2. This chart shows a much different story this 
year. As you will see grades 4 and 5 have moved up from the 
bottom of this list. (Also remember these are the grade levels 
where we made changes in staffing).  

• From the district perspective we started the school year with the 
lowest percentage of students reading on grade level and at the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lel8aGSJjTQmF3IwWmRouY0lJ3vfc_LQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j3D-N4N-5S_NVeeOBHTz5Rd1mazqtapz/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

able to get a mix of intervention and 
additional ELL support.  

• We have continued to place a heavy 
emphasis on the DDI tasks which are 
practice state tests made up of released 
state test questions. In talking to several 
students who we felt underperformed on 
the state tests last year we learned that 
many simply didn’t value or see the 
relevance of the assessment. This has 
caused us to bring more focus to these 
tasks and ensure that students are giving 
their best effort. 

• The implementation of our PLC facilitators 
have helped up stay more focused on our 
goals and to track both formal data on a 
building level sheet and informal data that 
can be used by grade levels to meet their 
individual needs. PLC facilitators have 

middle of the year we are now third out of seven elementary 
buildings. As a building we have been focused on trying to close 
the gap between us and the rest of the district. Here you can see 
our progress on closing the gap in terms of our DDI practice tests. 

• One adjustment we made at the end of the second quarter is 
adding progress monitor DDI tasks in between the larger tasks. 
As displayed in the data above some grade levels made great 
growth in reading levels yet didn’t close the gap in DDI like they’d 
hoped. After reflecting on the assessment, they felt they needed 
to give their students more exposure to these state test questions. 
These additional mini DDI tasks should help those students 
reading on grade level increase these DDI scores.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time. 

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

Identify specific strategies and action steps 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure and 
determine progress made between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report.  

begun to really study standards together 
across all grades to ensure vertical 
alignment. See out work on the .3 
standard as an example.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 
grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 
need to be able to easily track this data. 
As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 

 
 

made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 
made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +10% in 
ELA.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
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Part III – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators-Level 2 
 

Level 2 Indicators 
Please list the school’s Level 2 indicators and complete all columns below. This information should provide details about how lead strategies will inform the 
implementation of specific strategies and action steps to support progress toward the Demonstrable Improvement targets during this quarter. 

 

Quarterly Report #2 Reflection on Activities Completed for this Indicator Level during 
November 1, 2022 – January 31, 2023 

 

Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

 
Indicator #86 
Teacher Turnover 
 
 
 

G • So far, the PLC facilitator position has 
lightened the load of other teachers. It has 
allowed us to compensate teachers who 
are willing to organize and collect grad 
level data and prepare for PLC meetings.  

• We have continued to provide teachers 
with additional compensated hours after 
school to have time to collaborate and 
discuss data and next steps.  

• We have provided additional coaching and paid meeting time for 
all new staff in both Math and ELA through the utilization of our 
district coaches and in building math coach.  

• The implementation of our Leadership Academy has reduced 
stress of our upper grade teachers who were unable to deliver 
instruction due to the behavioral disruptions. Since its 
implementation we have not had any out of school suspensions 
outside of one student in the program.  
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

• We have continued to implement Flamingo 
Fridays as a fun way to boost moral within 
the staff.  

• We were having a great deal of academic 
disruptions from grades 4 and 5. This was 
causing for stress in staff throughout the 
building. In response we have created a 
Leadership Academy to better meet the 
needs of these students outside of the 
classroom in a smaller setting. This has 
allowed us to modify their behavior and 
reintegrate them back into their rooms.  

 
 
Indicator #103 
3-8 ELA Hispanic Core Subject Performance 
Index 
 
 

G • We have continued to focus on identifying 
essential standards and to answer the 4 
questions of the PLC: 
9. What do we want students to know and 

understand? 
10. How will we know if they got it? 

• We are very proud of the reading growth our students have 
made from beginning to middle of the school year thanks to their 
hard work and the strategies found in the column to the left.  

• This graph shows our middle of the year data for the past 
several years. It is incredibly encouraging to see an all time high 
in percentage of students reading on grade level. You will also 
notice that with this benchmark we have officially closed the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lel8aGSJjTQmF3IwWmRouY0lJ3vfc_LQ/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

11. What will we do for those who don’t 
have it? 

12. What will we do for those who already 
have it. 

• We have continued to progress monitor 
our students to track their reading levels 
and ensure that we are seeing growth 
from all students on a regular basis. We 
have used this data to help create many of 
our WIN groups. Tracking these levels 
more frequently allows us to adjust our 
WIN groups on a more regular when we 
know students are ready to move on to the 
next group they aren’t waiting for us to 
reassess.   

• We have continued to place a heavy 
emphasis on the DDI tasks which are 
practice state tests made up of released 
state test questions. In talking to several 

COVID gap in terms of reading levels; meaning that a higher 
percentage of students are reading on grade level now than 
were right before COVID.  

• Traditionally for the past several years we have struggled with 
too many of our students in the testing grades (3-5) reading way 
below grade level. Their proficiency scores have traditionally 
been much lower than K-2. This chart shows a much different 
story this year. As you will see grades 4 and 5 have moved up 
from the bottom of this list. (Also remember these are the grade 
levels where we made changes in staffing).  

• From the district perspective we started the school year with the 
lowest percentage of students reading on grade level and at the 
middle of the year we are now third out of seven elementary 
buildings. As a building we have been focused on trying to close 
the gap between us and the rest of the district. Here you can 
see our progress on closing the gap in terms of our DDI practice 
tests. 

• One adjustment we made at the end of the second quarter is 
adding progress monitor DDI tasks in between the larger tasks. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j3D-N4N-5S_NVeeOBHTz5Rd1mazqtapz/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

students who we felt underperformed on 
the state tests last year we learned that 
many simply didn’t value or see the 
relevance of the assessment. This has 
caused us to bring more focus to these 
tasks and ensure that students are giving 
their best effort. 

• The implementation of our PLC facilitators 
have helped up stay more focused on our 
goals and to track both formal data on a 
building level sheet and informal data that 
can be used by grade levels to meet their 
individual needs. PLC facilitators have 
begun to really study standards together 
across all grades to ensure vertical 
alignment. See out work on the .3 
standard as an example.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 

As displayed in the data above some grade levels made great 
growth in reading levels yet didn’t close the gap in DDI like 
they’d hoped. After reflecting on the assessment, they felt they 
needed to give their students more exposure to these state test 
questions. These additional mini DDI tasks should help those 
students reading on grade level increase these DDI scores.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time. 

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 
made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 
made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +10% in 
ELA.  
 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 
need to be able to easily track this data. 
As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 

 
 

 
 
Indicator #113 
3-8 Math Hispanic Core Subject Performance 
Index  
 
 

G • Much like in the ELA indicators we have 
continued to focus on identifying essential 
standards and to answer the 4 questions 
of the PLC: 

9. What do we want students to know and 
understand? 

10. How will we know if they got it? 
11. What will we do for those who don’t have 

it? 

• At the end of our first trimester (which coincides with the 
quarterly report) grades 2-5 gave their end of tri-mester 
assessment which is designed to cover all they have learned in 
a similar manner to the state tests.  

• As mentioned above as a building we have a focus on trying to 
close the gap from Benjamin Franklin to the rest of the district as 
we had the lowest percent of proficiency on last year’s state 
tests. As seen in this folder all grade levels were either at or 
over the district average on these end of trimester assessments. 
More importantly we were able to study these gap analysis 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1r5cflT5dox6yFYPs4HTeceUrXSBpUTm5?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

12. What will we do for those who already 
have it. 

• We have continued our work and study 
around building thinking classrooms to 
help support Math instruction and the 
implementation of Greg Tang Math. This 
continues to be a successful way to 
increase both student engagement and 
achievement. Throughout the second 
quarter we were able to expand from just 
new teachers getting this coaching to 
many teachers in 3-5 getting this 
coaching.  

• We have continued to finetune WIN time 
during the math intervention block. We 
have noticed students moving from group 
to group much more rapidly as they 
master topics. As the tests near the 
students who have mastered many of the 

reports by question to try to pin point specific areas of strengths 
and of weaknesses. We can then cross reference these with 
how often questions with that standard are asked on state tests 
to identify our next steps. Click here to see a simplified chart 
showing overall gap to district for grades 2-5.  

• While iReady math is not a focal point of our instruction we do 
give the diagnostic as a mid year summative assessment. As 
you can see here from the beginning of the year to the middle of 
the year we have been able to shrink the red while growing 
yellow and green.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time.  

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 
made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LTOddyXNr7mgB1NJaIMWTMSXdU3wIv6O/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

essential standards are now moving onto 
extension standards to be as prepared as 
possible for the tests. Our data hub has 
allowed classroom teachers to 
communicate digitally with our math 
interventionists so that we can be moving 
students on a weekly basis as a result of 
their formative assessments.  

• PLC Facilitators have been working to 
gain a better understanding of the 
essential standards and the way they are 
taught above and below them to ensure 
consistency across the building from year 
to year.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 
grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 

made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +11% in 
Math.  

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

need to be able to easily track this data. 
As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 
 

 
 
Indicator #115 
3-8 Math ED Core Subject Performance 
Index  

 
 

G • Much like in the ELA indicators we have 
continued to focus on identifying essential 
standards and to answer the 4 questions 
of the PLC: 

13. What do we want students to know and 
understand? 

14. How will we know if they got it? 
15. What will we do for those who don’t have 

it? 
16. What will we do for those who already 

have it. 
• We have continued our work and study 

around building thinking classrooms to 

• At the end of our first trimester (which coincides with the 
quarterly report) grades 2-5 gave their end of tri-mester 
assessment which is designed to cover all they have learned in 
a similar manner to the state tests.  

• As mentioned above as a building we have a focus on trying to 
close the gap from Benjamin Franklin to the rest of the district as 
we had the lowest percent of proficiency on last year’s state 
tests. As seen in this folder all grade levels were either at or 
over the district average on these end of trimester assessments. 
More importantly we were able to study these gap analysis 
reports by question to try to pin point specific areas of strengths 
and of weaknesses. We can then cross reference these with 
how often questions with that standard are asked on state tests 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1r5cflT5dox6yFYPs4HTeceUrXSBpUTm5?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

help support Math instruction and the 
implementation of Greg Tang Math. This 
continues to be a successful way to 
increase both student engagement and 
achievement. Throughout the second 
quarter we were able to expand from just 
new teachers getting this coaching to 
many teachers in 3-5 getting this 
coaching.  

• We have continued to finetune WIN time 
during the math intervention block. We 
have noticed students moving from group 
to group much more rapidly as they 
master topics. As the tests near the 
students who have mastered many of the 
essential standards are now moving onto 
extension standards to be as prepared as 
possible for the tests. Our data hub has 
allowed classroom teachers to 

to identify our next steps. Click here to see a simplified chart 
showing overall gap to district for grades 2-5.  

• While iReady math is not a focal point of our instruction we do 
give the diagnostic as a mid year summative assessment. As 
you can see here from the beginning of the year to the middle of 
the year we have been able to shrink the red while growing 
yellow and green.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time.  

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 
made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 
made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +11% in 
Math.  

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LTOddyXNr7mgB1NJaIMWTMSXdU3wIv6O/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

communicate digitally with our math 
interventionists so that we can be moving 
students on a weekly basis as a result of 
their formative assessments.  

• PLC Facilitators have been working to 
gain a better understanding of the 
essential standards and the way they are 
taught above and below them to ensure 
consistency across the building from year 
to year.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 
grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 
need to be able to easily track this data. 
As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

 
 

 
Locally Measured Indicator Fountas and 
Pinnell Reading Level – Black students 
Fountas and Pinnell reading level – Black 
 

G  
• We have continued to progress monitor 

our students to track their reading levels 
and ensure that we are seeing growth 
from all students on a regular basis. We 
have used this data to help create many of 
our WIN groups. Tracking these levels 
more frequently allows us to adjust our 
WIN groups on a more regular when we 
know students are ready to move on to the 
next group they aren’t waiting for us to 
reassess.   

• We have continued to place a heavy 
emphasis on the DDI tasks which are 
practice state tests made up of released 
state test questions. In talking to several 

• Currently we are closing the gap between black students and 
other subgroups. Click here for these numbers. Currently our 
black students reading on grade level are up 10% from this time 
last year.  

• We are very proud of the reading growth our students have 
made from beginning to middle of the school year thanks to their 
hard work and the strategies found in the column to the left.  

• This graph shows our middle of the year data for the past 
several years. It is incredibly encouraging to see an all time high 
in percentage of students reading on grade level. You will also 
notice that with this benchmark we have officially closed the 
COVID gap in terms of reading levels; meaning that a higher 
percentage of students are reading on grade level now than 
were right before COVID.  

• Traditionally for the past several years we have struggled with 
too many of our students in the testing grades (3-5) reading way 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1za5DLzfQnhO9UItusjrw_piqcBho1Lpi/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lel8aGSJjTQmF3IwWmRouY0lJ3vfc_LQ/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

students who we felt underperformed on 
the state tests last year we learned that 
many simply didn’t value or see the 
relevance of the assessment. This has 
caused us to bring more focus to these 
tasks and ensure that students are giving 
their best effort. 

• The implementation of our PLC facilitators 
have helped up stay more focused on our 
goals and to track both formal data on a 
building level sheet and informal data that 
can be used by grade levels to meet their 
individual needs. PLC facilitators have 
begun to really study standards together 
across all grades to ensure vertical 
alignment. See out work on the .3 
standard as an example.  

• While keeping building wide data for ELA 
and Math is important we also learned that 

below grade level. Their proficiency scores have traditionally 
been much lower than K-2. This chart shows a much different 
story this year. As you will see grades 4 and 5 have moved up 
from the bottom of this list. (Also remember these are the grade 
levels where we made changes in staffing).  

• From the district perspective we started the school year with the 
lowest percentage of students reading on grade level and at the 
middle of the year we are now third out of seven elementary 
buildings. As a building we have been focused on trying to close 
the gap between us and the rest of the district. Here you can 
see our progress on closing the gap in terms of our DDI practice 
tests. 

• One adjustment we made at the end of the second quarter is 
adding progress monitor DDI tasks in between the larger tasks. 
As displayed in the data above some grade levels made great 
growth in reading levels yet didn’t close the gap in DDI like 
they’d hoped. After reflecting on the assessment, they felt they 
needed to give their students more exposure to these state test 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YBrWcF5jAMkx78kMpQdA8hsr3RzR59wn27hI3XmcjZU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j3D-N4N-5S_NVeeOBHTz5Rd1mazqtapz/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNBT4cJ0hYkfdq-uJ1XUu8YmypYAsX3Jnm2dN9qyKIY/edit?usp=sharing
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Indicator Status 
(R/Y/G) 

What specific strategies and action steps were 
implemented to support progress for each of the 
Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  

• Provide the specific data and related evidence used to measure 
and determine progress between Quarter 1 and Quarter 2.  Be 
explicit in outlining the impact of such evidence and the related 
contributive value of specific methods on instruction, student 
learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this reporting 
period will inform future action steps.  

• Include a description of any adjustments made to the continuation 
plan along with the corresponding data used to inform the 
adjustment. 

• Any hyperlinks included to provide evidence, such as data, 
information, and/or relevant documents, must be made publicly 
available prior to submitting the report. 

grade level teams need their own ways of 
progress monitoring in between 
assessments and building administration 
need to be able to easily track this data. 
As a result we have created a building 
data hub. 
 

 
 

questions. These additional mini DDI tasks should help those 
students reading on grade level increase these DDI scores.  

• These data points are affirmation that we are headed in the right 
direction and that we need to continue our PLC journey and 
continue to maximize our WIN time. 

• One notable instructional change which is showing great results 
as seen above was the departmentalization of our fifth grade 
team. With one new team member, a teacher getting excellent 
reading results in ELA, and another with solid math scores this 
made sense for the building and the team. Their data shows we 
made the right decision as their ELA gap to district is a +10% in 
ELA.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQj9fhJnGlQ_kYRXKWAzCvo84Kc3dNQO8U_6vdCT_kUUL1O2nX9Op3JY0zBS9RzGAvISxN5bqt0BW3z/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.ga778454a28_0_111
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Part IV – Community Engagement Team (CET) 
 

Community Engagement Team (CET) 
The role of the Community Engagement Team is to serve as an active thought partner in contributing to, and supporting the development of, recommendations for school 
improvement by the school and district soliciting input through public engagement.  Recommendations made by the CET, including how the school community and 
community at-large were engaged to (1) provide input into the school’s Continuation Plan and (2) review and update, if necessary, its 2022-2023 Community Engagement 
Team Plan and membership.  Such should be addressed in response to the prompts below. 

 

Report Out of 2022-23 CET Plan Implementation 

 

• List the constituent categories of stakeholders that have participated as CET 
members during this reporting period.  

• Include any changes made to the CET’s membership since the development of the 
2022-2023 continuation plan. Include the role/title of any new members. 

Describe how recommendations made by the CET during this reporting period were 
used to inform implementation of the school’s improvement plan. 

 

 
 

• Alternating Parent Mentor 
• Grace Doherty- Mayor’s Office 
• Tonia Thompson- Superintendent 
• Lia Lorenzana- BU Grad Assistant 
• Directors- Laura Zanrusha, Scout Orr 
• Principal- Kyle Skinner 
• Parent- Katie Russo  

 
Support from Parent Mentors to classrooms in Kindergarten  
 
Continued support in our Food Pantry  
 
 
 

• Our Partners at the foodbank of the southern tier have helped us to secure 
additional grants for diapers and for additional freezers so we can increase 
order sizes.  

• Parent Mentors will be helping make phone calls for chronic absenteeism.  
• The Mayor’s office has helped us to implement basketball leagues after 

school for our students through the parks and rec department.  
 

https://www.p12.nysed.gov/oisr/MostRecent100.19Regs915p12a2.pdf
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• List the constituent categories of stakeholders that have participated as CET 
members during this reporting period.  

• Include any changes made to the CET’s membership since the development of the 
2022-2023 continuation plan. Include the role/title of any new members. 

Describe how recommendations made by the CET during this reporting period were 
used to inform implementation of the school’s improvement plan. 
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Part V - Receivership Powers 
 

Powers of the Receiver  
Provide a summary of the use of the School Receiver’s powers during this reporting period. 
 

• Building and District Leadership worked with teacher’s union representation to move grade levels based on the NYS Test data from last Spring.   
• Continued with the shorten lunch from last year to increase instructional day by 15 minutes. 
• Implementation of the PLC Facilitators. 
• Additional incentives for transfers into the building. 
• .6 Additional Social Worker. 
• Additional DSS family Liaison intern placed in the building.  
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Part Vl - Assurance and Attestation
By signing below, I attest to the fact that the information in this Receivership Quarterly Report is true and accurate to the best of

my knowledge; and that all requirements with regard to public hearings and Community Engagement Team criteria have been

met as necessary and required Per Commissi Regu lation s100.19

Name of Receiver (Print):
Signature of Receiver:
Date:

AUk

By signing below, I attest to the fact that the Community Engagement Teqm has had the opportunity to prwide input into this

nlcjiverJnip euarterly Report, and has had the opportunityto review and update, as necessary, its 2022-2A23 Community

Engagement Team Plan and membership.

Name of CET Representative (Print):
Signature of CET RePresentative:
Title of CET Representative:
Date:

,a- -J"""r<sno_

"The CET Aftestation must be sioned bv a CET member other than a school administrator.

Updated November 2022
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